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In the following, we provide more details on model training and inference procedures (Sec. 1) and more reconstruction results on input images with various views and garment
images from real world data (Sec. 2).
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1. Model Training and Inference
To generate training point sets, we randomly sample
points on the ground-truth surface and displace them with
Gaussian distribution N (0, σ) along x, y and z axis, where
1% of points are sampled from σ = 0.08, 49% of points
from σ = 0.02 and 50% of points from σ = 0.003 as suggested by [1]. For training, we use the RMSprop optimizer
with a learning rate of 5e-5. The batch size is 4 and the
number of epochs is 35 for MGN and 60 for Deep Fashion3D. The learning rate is decayed by the factor of 0.1 in
the last 20 epochs. We jointly optimize the UDF and anchor point regression losses from the beginning of training,
and add the gradient direction loss to fine-tune the decoder
in the last 10 epochs while fixing the encoders for training
efficiency. All compared models are trained by the codes
provided their authors. For PIFu [4] and PIFuHD [5], we
use the same backbone structure with our method. For BCNet [2], we use the trained model provided by its authors
because its training code is not released. At inference, the
step number of projecting points is set to 5 and the valid
distance to the surface is set to 0.007, which produce robust reconstruction results. Please refer to [1] for detailed
algorithm steps of dense point cloud extraction.
We illustrate the flow chart of our AnchorUDF-HD
which incorporates the HD module [5] into AnchorUDF in
Fig. 1. Here a 3D embedding extracted from the decoder of
AnchorUDF and local image features of high-resolution input (1024 × 1024) are fed simultaneously into the decoder
of the HD module to predict UDF. To learn AnchorUDFHD, we first train AnchorUDF as the training procedure described before. Then, we add the HD module and continue
to train the entire model for 15 epochs.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of our AnchorUDF-HD. It incorporates the
HD module into AnchorUDF, which takes high-resolution images
as input.

2. More Results
We visualize more reconstruction results of our method
on MGN (Fig. 2) and Deep Fashion3D (Fig. 3) datasets.
As one can see, our method can faithfully recover detailed
surfaces for inputs with various views and infer plausible
shapes for self-occluded regions.
We also test our model trained with Deep Fashion3D on
real garment images from DeepFashion dataset [3]. Here
we use semantic segmentation annotations provided by the
dataset to obtain input garment images. As shown in
Fig. 4, our method produces promising reconstruction results for different garment categories, which capture multiple topologies and retain local details present in input images. Note that we do not use real garment images during training and there are some noises in ground truth point
clouds which affect the genuineness of rendered training
images.
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Figure 2. More garment reconstruction results on MGN dataset.
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Figure 3. More garment reconstruction results on Deep Fashion3D dataset.
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Figure 4. Reconstruction results on real garment images from DeepFashion dataset [3]. Our method can capture topologies of different
garment categories and retain local details present in input images. Note that some artifacts are caused by hand occlusion from the original
input images.
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